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**Week of June 18, 2013**

**News and Notes**

On June 13 & 14, the **IT staff** attended the CALI Conference for Law School Computing in Chicago. A reception was held on the 99th floor of the Willis Tower (formerly Sears Tower). The photos are of Scott and Dan talking with John Mayer, CALI’s Executive Director, about the new law school space in the Motorola Building, and the group out in the Ledge of the Skydeck located on the 103rd floor. The ledge extends 4.3 feet from the Skydeck and is 1,353 above the ground.

---

---

On June 21, **Avishalom Tor** presents “**Understanding Behavioral Antitrust**” and **Dan Kelly** presents “**The Right to Include**” at the International Society for New Institutional Economics (ISNIE) Annual Meeting held at the European University Institutes, University of Florence, Florence, Italy.

Congrats to **Rob Kelly**, who joined the Notre Dame athletics staff in June 2013 as **Assistant Athletics Director of Ticketing & Technology**.
Dean’s Bookshelf

Doug Cassel contributed a chapter he wrote for a book edited by colleagues at the National Autonomous University of Mexico. The cite is:

Douglass Cassel, Fortaleciendo el rol de las víctimas en el cumplimiento de las sentencias de la Corte Interamericana de Derechos Humanas, in IMPACTO DE LAS SENTENCIAS DE LA CORTE INTERAMERICANA DE DERECHOS HUMANOS (Edgar Corzo Sosa, et al. eds (2013).

Jay Tidmarsh and Nicole Garnett contributed reprints of recent law Doug Cassel contributed a chapter he wrote for a book edited by colleagues at the National Autonomous University of Mexico. The cite is:

Douglass Cassel, Fortaleciendo el rol de las víctimas en el cumplimiento de las sentencias de la Corte Interamericana de Derechos Humanas, in IMPACTO DE LAS SENTENCIAS DE LA CORTE INTERAMERICANA DE DERECHOS HUMANOS (Edgar Corzo Sosa, et al. eds (2013).

Jay Tidmarsh and Nicole Garnett contributed reprints of recent law review articles. The cites are:


Many thanks and congratulations to Doug, Jay, and Nicole!

Question of the Week

We recently asked “what are your favorite family-friendly summer activities in South Bend?” Responses included:

From Sharon Loftus: Silver Hawks games at The Cove

From Dwight King: Biking to the Farmer’s Market on Saturday morning via the East Bank Trail. … Enjoying a hamburger and shake while looking out over the St. Joe River from the outdoor patio at the Oaken Bucket restaurant. … Riding bikes or walking around the Saint Mary’s and Notre Dame campuses on a cool summer
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